Know your group members

Key words and questions:

- first name/ given name, last name/ family name, nickname
- How did you get your name/nickname?
- department/ major (in)/ minor (in)
- e-mail address
- travel experience
- part-time job/ work part-time
- extracurricular activities/ club/ hobby
- favorite food/ movie/ book/ sports
- something you dislike or hate
- Think of the 12 questions in the article *Top 12 Self Introduction Speech Topics*.
- Figure out a “word” that is closely related to you.
- How do you spend your free time?
- What is your dream vacation?
- What do you want to be in the future?
- What’s your first impression of NTPU/ Sanxia?
- What are your goals and expectation as a member of the English Study Group in English Corner?
- What are the topics you are interested in? List 3 to 5 topics, and e-mail to lc@mail.ntpu.edu.tw.

The topic for next time is “Travel.” You can prepare some pictures and souvenirs to share your experience with your group members. If you need a NB, projector or other equipment, tell the LC in advance.
Top 12 Self Introduction Speech Topics

Use the Top 12 self introduction speech topics for if you have to develop a brief self introduction that tells the audience who you are and what you are about.

There are public speaking opportunities in life in which you have to make a good first impression. The key question for a successful and effective self introduction speech in both occasions is: how much and what information do you want the audience to know about you?

Rule number one is: focus on one speech topic. Do not write an award winning boring autobiography. I recommend you to develop one aspect of your life. That aspect will tell who you are and what you are about.

Some people call this self introduction speech type a one-point speech, because it is based on only one speech idea.

Look at the sample self introduction speech topics below and pick out the aspects of your personal life you want to share with the audience. Approach the list below with the who, what, where, why, how and when questions. It is an effective way to outline your first thoughts for introducing yourself.

1. What activity has played or plays an important part in your life? Tell the story and distract the message.
2. What is your main personal goal?
3. What do you like very much?
4. What do you hate or dislike?
5. Do you have developed a very special skill?
6. What is your lifestyle?
7. Can you come up with a turning point or milestone in you life?
8. What is your hobby or interest in you spare time?
9. What is a pet peeve or another very familiar topic you like to talk about, to do or to discuss?
10. Where you are from? Do your roots reveal something about yourself that is new for the audience?
    That always works in a speech for self introduction.
11. Is there an object or prop that means a lot to you?
12. What distinguishes you from other individuals?

If you have selected one single speech topic, then use my self introduction sample speech outline - a method to organize your self introduction speech.

Jim Peterson has over 10 year's experience on speech writing. He offers how-to guides for any kind of public speaking and speech writing assignments and 1,250+ free speech topic ideas at http://www.speech-topics-help.com
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